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DENVER BRONCOS QUOTES (11/28/11) 

 
WIDE RECEIVER ERIC DECKER 
 
On the number of carries QB Tim Tebow takes 
“Obviously some games depend on what the defense is doing. They took away the hand off to [RB] Willis [McGahee] and [RB] 
Lance [Ball], so he had to take it himself because that end was diving a lot during plays. He was able to have a pitch, but they 
were taking that away as well. Just different things they obviously key on and have different schemes for what we do. We just 
have to keep executing and know that if he has to carry the ball that many times, he’s durable enough to do it. It’s not, ‘Uh oh, 
here we go again,’ it’s, ‘Give us the ball, we’re going to go score, punch it in.’ Whether it’s take it to overtime or win in the fourth 
quarter, we do feel we have the confidence to do that.” 
 
On having an edge over the opponent that helps in the fourth quarter 
“We’ve talked about that. To win games in this league, you have to be tougher, you have to be mentally stronger all the way 
through over your opponent. I think we’ve really taken on that attitude that [Head] Coach [John] Fox has brought. It may not 
always be the prettiest until the fourth quarter, but defense, they’re doing a heck of a job to keep us in games and giving us a 
chance to be able to win the game late.”   
 
On altitude 
“It should be an advantage. I know a lot of Olympians come up here and train, and they use that to their advantage. I think we 
do, as well. When we go to sea level, it’s supposed to help with more blood cells and all that jazz, but when an opponent comes 
to our place, we should be able to win.” 
 
On the offense 
“If I played defense—safety, linebacker—and I had to go and head butt every play, I’d get worn out too. Obviously, it’s our 
advantage to take the hit to them, take the punch to them. The offensive line has been playing great. They’ve been opening 
holes for our running backs, letting Tim get to the edge, and this receiving (corps), too, is very unselfish to block the secondary to 
spring some of those big runs.” 
 
On the fourth quarter 
“We’re just focused on executing what’s called. It doesn’t always work right away, but we know if we keep at it and keep pushing 
it’s going to work. For example, the McGahee run at the end, that play got stuffed a few times in the first half, but we came back 
to it and had a big run. All the credit to the offensive line for what they’ve done and how they’ve been playing these last five [or] 
six games.” 
 
On fourth-quarter success 
“I think it’s the cumulative effect of pounding away and wearing them out a little bit and finally hitting one in the fourth quarter, 
or finally converting third downs, which we didn’t do in the first half but finally did in the second half. When you start having 
success in situational football, that’s when you’re going to beat them up, and it’s your advantage.” 
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On traveling to Minnesota a day early 
“It’d be nice. I don’t know what the weather’s like; it’s probably cold. That’s one thing I don’t miss, but otherwise it’s good to go 
see a lot of family out there [and] friends. I was born and raised there, so it’s always good to spend time with them, because we 
don’t get much time during the holidays to get away.”  
 
On how many tickets he will buy for that game 
“I don’t know what the count is. I know my family did a lot through StubHub, and my high school actually did a program where 
the Vikings give them half of the profit, or something, for how may tickets they sell. For last year’s preseason game, they sold 
almost half of a section, so it will be interesting to see.” 
 
On week-to-week improvement 
“I think every week we’ve taken subtle steps, whether people have seen it or not. [QB] Tim’s [Tebow] getting confident in his 
throwing ability. He’s getting confident with the receivers. The receivers understand to get in the right spots and what kind of 
ball Tim’s going to throw, and once you start building that confidence, and you’re rolling with it and having that success, things 
will get better. We’re just going to continue that.” 
 
On how QB Tim Tebow has improved 
“Obviously, decision-making. I think he’s only thrown one interception this year. That’s a credit to him for not forcing a bad ball 
or doing something stupid, because punting the ball’s not a bad thing, either. The way our defense is playing, why not punt it 
inside the 20 and let our defense go to work. That I think he’s done a really good job with, and just the timing part of it. That 
comes with repetition, with experience, and he’s getting more of that as the weeks go on, and you can see he’s having success.”  
 
On the mindset that a punt in not a bad play 
“I’ve heard that since high school. It really isn’t, if you think about it. You can turn the field over 50 yards like [P] Britton [Colquitt] 
does, and the defense is playing the way they’re playing. That’s what’s winning games for us right now.” 
 


